
HOW TO START A BUSINESS PLAN FOR A RESTAURANT

A great business plan is the first step to landing investors and opening your own concept. Learn how to write a
restaurant business plan with.

Work in a Restaurant One of the best ways to reduce the risk of owning a failed restaurant is to have some
restaurant experience before you start. Find offices or counselors in your area by visiting the website. It's also
where you explain the benefits of your establishment for customers, such as its convenient downtown location
, or its close proximity to the local interstate exit. The Menu Maker : Having trouble creating that memorable
menu for your restaurant? Marketing and Promotions Every business needs a marketing plan, and your
food-service business is no exception. Find out the recent history of each site under consideration before you
make a final selection. When people think of fast-food restaurants, they often think of hamburgers and french
fries, but establishments in this category also serve chicken, hot dogs, sandwiches, pizza, seafood and ethnic
foods. They want tasty, nutritious meals without dishes to wash. Create job descriptions, codes of conduct, and
an employee handbook. This is a place to splurge on the help of a design professional if necessary. As you
pick up your pen, remember to include the following topics in your plan: 1. Check with your own state's
Department of Labor to be sure you comply with regulations on issues such as minimum wage which can vary
depending on the age of the workers and whether they're eligible for tips , and when teenagers can work and
what tasks they're allowed to do. Tips for starting a successful restaurant 1. Business Operation. You might
also want to do some research to find out of there are any startup incubator spaces for restaurants that you can
join to keep initial costs low and that might come with mentorship opportunities. If you're a people person,
choose a food-service business that gives you plenty of opportunity to connect with your customers. One
full-time cook should work days, and the other evenings. Unfortunately, for many restaurateurs, the reality of
running a restaurant is not what they expected. A wholesale restaurant supplier, like us, can help you find
many of your needs in one place. Even the most successful operators will tell you this isn't a "get rich quick"
industry. Grass roots advertising, such as setting up tasting booths at local events or having an event at the
restaurant benefiting a local charity, can be an inexpensive way to achieve positive word-of-mouth. Here are
some suggestions of where to go to raise your startup funds: Your own resources. Much of your dining room
design will depend on your concept. Keep your number of items in check and menu descriptions simple and
straightforward, providing customers with a variety of choices in a concise format. Outside Help Many people
opening a restaurant are not always experienced business professionals, so it often is a good idea to seek out a
business partner with requisite experience or to hire a consulting firm that specializes in helping new
restaurants get their operations off the ground and running. Revisit your business plan to make sure the menu
is attractive to your target market, is affordable within your budget, and complements your restaurant's design
concept. In fact, 60 percent of restaurants fail in the first year. You can also donate coupons and gift
certificates to be used as door prizes at professional meetings or for nonprofit organizations to use as raffle
prizes. If you serve snack items as well as entrees, note that kids are choosing healthier snacks more often than
they did a few years ago, thanks to concerned parents. This is where you would explain to investors that
you've hired a consultant who specializes in negotiating the purchasing of liquor licenses to handle that aspect
of your business. However, all of those advantages come at a price - building a restaurant from scratch isn't
easy. Do a thorough inventory of your assets. The first pool is for one-time costs like equipment check out this
calculator to help you figure out startup costs. If you're an experienced chef with a plan for a fine dining
restaurant, then make it clear to readers that your primary role will be in the kitchen and that you're hiring
experienced professionals to handle other key roles. It's a hard and expensive process, and the reality is that
many restaurants fail in their first year of business. Let's look at the main market categories of food-service
business customers: Generation Y. Selecting a Food Concept Restaurant patrons want to be delighted with
their dining experience, but they don't necessarily want to be surprised. Working in the restaurant industry and
learning the basics is an important first step to becoming an owner. This may include human resources
management and supervisors, food and beverage purchasing, receiving and storing products, food preparation,
foodservice, food cleaning and dishwashing, marketing and sales, public relations, accounting and auditing,
and bar services. When Orien launched his first restaurant, the only employees were family. The logical next
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step after gathering your own resources is to approach friends and relatives who believe in you and want to
help you succeed. Following the example of the owner focusing on the food and the menu, someone with
experience promoting and marketing restaurants needs to be in charge and have a plan.


